Hybrid nanowires with proximity-induced superconductivity in the topological regime host Majorana zero modes (MZMs) at their ends, and networks of such structures can produce topologically protected qubits. In a double-island geometry where each segment hosts a pair of MZMs, inter-pair coupling mixes the charge parity of the islands and opens an energy gap between the even and odd charge states at the inter-island charge degeneracy. Here, we report on the spectroscopic measurement of such an energy gap in an InAs/Al double-island device by tracking the position of the microwave-induced quasiparticle (qp) transitions using a radio-frequency (rf ) charge sensor. In zero magnetic field, photon assisted tunneling (PAT) of Cooper pairs gives rise to resonant lines in the 2e-2e periodic charge stability diagram. In the presence of a magnetic field aligned along the nanowire, resonance lines are observed parallel to the inter-island charge degeneracy of the 1e-1e periodic charge stability diagram, where the 1e periodicity results from a zero-energy subgap state that emerges in magnetic field. Resonant lines in the charge stability diagram indicate coherent photon assisted tunneling of singleelectron states, changing the parity of the two islands. The dependence of resonant frequency on detuning indicates a sizable (GHz-scale) hybridization of zero modes across the junction separating islands.
Hybrid nanowires with proximity-induced superconductivity in the topological regime host Majorana zero modes (MZMs) at their ends, and networks of such structures can produce topologically protected qubits. In a double-island geometry where each segment hosts a pair of MZMs, inter-pair coupling mixes the charge parity of the islands and opens an energy gap between the even and odd charge states at the inter-island charge degeneracy. Here, we report on the spectroscopic measurement of such an energy gap in an InAs/Al double-island device by tracking the position of the microwave-induced quasiparticle (qp) transitions using a radio-frequency (rf ) charge sensor. In zero magnetic field, photon assisted tunneling (PAT) of Cooper pairs gives rise to resonant lines in the 2e-2e periodic charge stability diagram. In the presence of a magnetic field aligned along the nanowire, resonance lines are observed parallel to the inter-island charge degeneracy of the 1e-1e periodic charge stability diagram, where the 1e periodicity results from a zero-energy subgap state that emerges in magnetic field. Resonant lines in the charge stability diagram indicate coherent photon assisted tunneling of singleelectron states, changing the parity of the two islands. The dependence of resonant frequency on detuning indicates a sizable (GHz-scale) hybridization of zero modes across the junction separating islands.
In a mesoscopic superconducting island, the presence of a single unpaired electron comes at an energy cost δ determined by the lowest quasiparticle state. As a consequence, the odd-parity charge states are elevated in energy. The total energy of a charge state with N electrons is E N = E C (N − n g ) 2 + δ mod(N, 2) , where E C is the single-electron charging energy and n g is the gateinduced charge. For δ > E C (Fig. 1a) , the island ground states are of even charge parity only, and the island occupation changes in steps of 2e as n g is changed [1] . When the island is weakly coupled to a superconducting reservoir the coherent exchange of Cooper pairs, characterized by Josephson energy E J , mixes ground states of equal parity, resulting in an anti-crossing (blue lines in Fig. 1a ). This superposition of even-parity charge states is the basis of conventional superconducting qubits [2] .
In a topological superconducting island, nonoverlapping Majorana zero modes comprise a zero-energy qp state denoted a Majorana bound state (MBS). Since δ = 0 in this case, the island charge occupation changes with regular steps of width 1e. Overlap between MZMs within the island leads to δ = 0. Consequently, the width of Coulomb valleys with even parity will either increase or decrease depending on the sign of δ [3] , as recently demonstrated experimentally [4] [5] [6] . In contrast to the intra-island coupling of MZMs, the wave function overlap with an exterior MZM, characterized by E M , leaves δ unchanged but mixes states of different parity (see Fig. 1c ). The ground states of the island remain 1e-periodic, but with an anticrossing between even and odd parity states centered at half-integer values of n g . The hybridization of MZMs reported here, which is key to the operation of topologically protected qubits [7, 8] , has not been demonstrated previously to our knowledge.
In this Article, we investigate photon-assisted tunneling between coupled hybrid superconducting islands [9, 10] . The gate-controlled double-island geometry allows independent tuning of island densities and couplings between islands and from each island to an adjacent normal-metal lead. Figure 1d shows a scanning electron micrograph of the device. Aluminum is selectively removed at the nanowire ends and below three barrier regions whose conductances are tuned using voltages V LC , V RC and V M C on adjacent electrostatic gates. Coupling between islands is controlled by V M C , while the islands are isolated from normal contacts by low-transmission tunnel junctions controlled by V LC and V RC . The device is either grounded or biased with voltage V B . Charge of the right island is measured using a capacitively coupled segment of the same nanowire (see Fig. 1a ) configured as single electron transistors (SET) [1] and embedded in an on-chip RLC resonant circuit [11, 12] .
Charge stability diagrams of the double island at several axial magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 1e -g. Sharp
(μV) horizontal (vertical) transitions indicate changes in occupancy of the left (right) island only, mediated by charge transfer from adjacent normal metallic leads. Less sharp transitions are also visible along the diagonal detuning axis (marked by ε in Fig. 1e and 1g) , where charge is transferred between the two islands with fixed total charge. For these diagonal, total-charge-preserving transitions, the double-island system can be considered as a single island (Fig. 1a-c ) in a differential charge basis (see Supplementary Note B) n g along the ε axis, with effective (Fig. 1f) . By B || = 0.7 T, a regular pattern of transitions (Fig. 1g) is again observed, now with half the period compared to B || = 0. This evolution of charge states with magnetic field is consistent with the transition from 2e-periodic ground states to 1e-periodic ground states illustrated in Fig. 1a-c. At B || = 0, both islands have 2e-periodic ground states and the transitions in charge occupation along ε are broadened by the Josephson coupling E J between the islands. In contrast, vertical and horizontal total-charge transitions are only thermally broadened. Increasing B || reduces the energy of extended states in the quasiparticle continuum [13] and intrinsic (localized) subgap states (i.e. Andreev bound states in the islands) [14] by the Zeeman energy. This results in a decrease of δ L/R leading to the emergence of odd-parity ground states around the degeneracies of 2e ground states for
Further increase of B || yields 1e-periodic ground states, in this device occurring first in the left island (for B || > 450 mT) followed by right island (for B || > 600 mT) as δ L/R approaches zero. In addition to the change in periodicity in n g , we find an offset ∆n in Fig. 2 ), gives an upper bound on the effective g-factor of the lowest energy sub-gap-state in the island, which is 2∆/(µ B B || ) = 17 and 13.5 for the left and right islands, respectively. We note that a transition from 2e to 1e periodic charge states can also be caused by the reduction of the trivial (induced) superconducting gap [16, 17] , in contrast to the picture of a discrete state at zero energy. To distinguish these possibilities, we examine the local density of states (DOS) of the nanowire by measuring the differential conductance between islands as function of voltage bias, V B , with the outer barriers fully opened by applying positive gate voltage to the outer gates, V LC = V RC = +0.5 V. Other relevant gates, V LP , V LD , V RD and V RP , are left unchanged. As the tunnel junction couples two superconducting segments, the conductance may contain contributions from supercurrent [18] [19] [20] and multiple Andreev reflection (MAR) which obscure the underlying DOS [21] . However, these contributions are suppressed at lowtransmission (dI/dV e 2 /h), and tunnel-conductance of the middle junction accurately reflects in the DOS adjacent wire segments. Figure 2a shows tunneling conductance as a function of V B and B || at V M C = −244 mV. The high-bias (V B = 0.5 mV) conductance is ∼ 0.5 e 2 /h indicating that the measurement is taken in the low-transmission regime. The induced superconducting gaps in the wire-segments (∆ L and ∆ R ) clearly result in the suppression of qp tunneling for e|V B | < ∆ L + ∆ R . A line cut at B || = 0 (red curve in Fig. 2d ) shows strong resonances in the conductance at V B = ±470 µV (referred to as gap resonance) which we associate with tunneling between the qp continua. From this we estimate ∆ L + ∆ R = 470 µeV. This is consistent with a value of twice the induced gap, as reported by other works on InAs/Al nanowires [6, [22] [23] [24] , from which we conclude ∆ R ∼ ∆ L ∼ ∆ at B || = 0 T. The same line cut also shows a single sub-gap resonance at V B = ±320 µV, which we attributed to qp tunneling between a sub-gap state at E = ±85 µeV in one wiresegment and the qp continuum in the other.
With increasing B || this simple picture develops into a more complex set of resonances. The gap resonance initially decreases in a slightly non-linear manner and splits into several resonances. This is consistent with the Zeeman splitting of the intrinsic subgap states, i.e. Andreev bound states (ABS) in the nanowire [14] . From B || > 0.4 T the lowest gap resonance continues to decrease linearly with a slope of g eff = 7.1, which is significantly smaller than upper bound on the g eff extracted before. The field dependent DOS on both sides of the tunnel junction makes it hard to address the origin of each of these resonances and consequently to identify the presence of MZMs. Instead we focus on the bias-spectroscopy measured in the magnetic field regime where we observe a regular 1e-1e charge stability diagram (see Fig. 2d ). A line cut of Fig. 2a taken at B || = 0.75 T (black curve in Fig. 2d) shows the persistence of a hard-gapped DOS in both wire-segments.
Having demonstrated hard-gapped DOS in both wiresegments at finite parallel magnetic field, we now charac- terize conductance in the regime of Fig. 1 , where the middle barrier is more open (V M C = −109.5 mV). We show the conductance as a function of V B and B || in Fig. 2b . This regime, where the above-gap conductance exceeds 1 e 2 /h, a sizable sub-gap conductance is observed, arising from the combination of supercurrent, multiple Andreev reflections, and activated qp transport, and therefore only qualitatively and indirectly reflect the induced gap ∆. In this regime, we observe significant zero-bias conductance with a nonmonotonic amplitude with increasing B || , as seen in Fig. 2c . For B || < 0.7 T, we attribute zero-bias conductance to the transport of Cooper pairs (CPs), that is, supercurrent. This is supported by the observation of a 2e -2e or even/odd-even/odd charge stability diagrams (Fig. 1e and 1f) . Around B || = 0.7 T the conductance at V B = 0 suddenly increases which signals the presence of an additional conduction channel. The increase in conductance at V B = 0, supported by the observed 1e-periodic charge states (Fig. 1g) and ∆ > 90 µeV (Fig. 2a) , is consistent with the presence of MZMs in both wire-segments.
Having characterized the double-island system, we now apply microwaves through a high bandwidth line connected to the right plunger gate, labeled V RP . Figure 3a shows the zero-field charge stability diagram when the device is continuously irradiated at frequency f d = 13.5 GHz. For hf d ≥ E J , resonance lines appear parallel to the diagonal charge-transition line, a signature of photon assisted tunneling (PAT) through the middle tunnel barrier [25] [26] [27] . The fact that the resonance appears as a line rather than a step indicates that PAT occurs between discrete quantum states, as expected for PAT between superconductors mediated by the exchange of CPs. The coupling between islands can be controlled by the tunnel gate V M C . A stronger coupling results in more rounding around the triple points, as shown in Fig. 3b . The peak position along the detuning axis is set by the condition hf d = E ex , where E ex is the energy difference between the ground state and the first excited state. In Fig. 3c we show a (normalized) line-cut of Fig. 3a along ε (red), together with a line-cut generated from data taken using f d = 11.5 GHz (black). The PAT resonances, indicated by red and black arrow, symmetrically move away from ε = 0, with increasing frequency. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks is about 5 µeV, but increases with the microwave power [25, 28] . In supplementary material we investigate the FWHM at different excitation powers such that we can extract the inhomogeneous broadening by extrapolation of the data to zero power (Supplementary Figure 1) . We find an intrinsic broadening of ∼ 4 µeV which implies an upper bound on inhomogeneous coherence time, T * 2 < 1 ns, for the 2e superconducting charge qubit.
Frequency dependence of the zero-field PAT resonance is shown in Fig. 3d for two middle barrier settings. Each data point is extracted from separate charge stability diagrams exposed to microwaves. Fitting to the form E ex = 16(εE C ) 2 + E 2 J yields fit parameters E C /h = 10.8 GHz, E J /h = 11.2 GHz (cyan curve) and E C /h = 14.2 GHz, E J /h = 9.2 GHz (red curve). The change in E C at different middle barriers is presumably dominated by changes in E m C , as the horizontal and vertical size of the hexagons remain constant when changing V M C . These curves demonstrates the sensitivity of E J to middle barrier voltage, V M C . A different regime with E J /h = 16 GHz is shown in the supplementary data (Supplementary Figure 5) . Figure 4a shows a charge stability diagram at B || = 0.75 T in the same gate-voltage regime as Fig. 3 at applied microwave frequency f d = 13.5 GHz. Similar to Fig. 1a and 1c , the charge stability diagram is 1e-periodic at this field. Resonance lines are again observed parallel to the diagonal charge-transition line, now centered around the 1e-1e degeneracies. The observation of 1e-periodic PAT resonance lines suggests exchange of quasiparticles between discrete zero-energy states, which could be either zero-energy ABS or MZMs. To confirm the nature of the resonance lines, we trace their position along the ε-axis as a function of the microwave drive frequency f d (black dots in Fig. 4b) . The monotonous increase of peak position with f d is consistent with the dispersion of 1e charge states. The coherent exchange of quasiparticles couples states of different parity, giving an avoided crossing at ε = 0 with characteristic energy splitting E 1e . Within a Majorana interpretation of the discrete subgap states that coherently couple, this splitting is the Majorana coupling E M across the junction. However, because we cannot unambiguously distinguish MZMs from zero-energy ABSs in this set up, we instead refer to the characteristic splitting at ε = 0 as E 1e . The expected form for the anticrossing for E J = 0 and E 1e ≤ E C , is E 1e ex ≈ E 2 1e + 4(εE C ) 2 . Fits to the data using E 1e ex = hf d yield the fit parameters E 1e /h = 9.8 ± 0.18 GHz and E C /h = 38.8 ± 1.2 GHz.
Though we observe a significant decrease in Cooperpair conductance with increasing magnetic field (Fig. 2c) , it is unlikely that E J goes to zero at B || = 0.75 T. To account for a non-zero Josephson coupling we numerically diagonalize the Hamiltonian and calculate the energy difference between the lowest two eigenstates as a function of detuning for fixed Josephson coupling. This procedure allows us to to fit the data of Fig. 4b and we obtain a little improved agreement (Supplementary Figure 3) with parameters E 1e /h = 9.6 GHz, E J /h = 0.48 GHz and E C /h = 40.5 ± 1.2 GHz. A χ 2 analysis as a function of E 1e and E J for fixed E C shows that in this regime E C > E 1e , the fit is nearly insensitive to the value of E J (Supplementary Figure 2) .
Finally, we note that the line-width of the PAT resonance at B || = 0.75 T is somewhat larger than at zero magnetic field. From the line-width we estimate T * 2 ∼ 100 ps. We cannot point to a single cause, but speculate that reduction of the induced superconducting gap leads to faster decoherence. Another possibility is an increase of electronic temperature. The PAT features in general look less pronounced at B || = 0.75 T which we attribute to the decrease of signal-to-noise ratio of the charge-sensor (64 at B || = 0 and 11 at B || = 0.75 T).
In conclusion, we have investigated the field-driven transition from 2e-periodic to 1e-periodic charge states in a hybrid InAl/Al double-island device with integrated charge sensors, then carried out a study of photon assisted tunneling in both the 2e and 1e regimes. Tunnelspectroscopy of the junction between the islands shows a hard-gapped density of states for B || < 0.9 T, whereas transport data show a clear increase in zero-bias conductance around B || = 0.75 T. Photon assisted tunneling at B || = 0.75 T revealed coherent coupling between discrete zero-energy states, consistent with coupling of Majorana zero modes across the junction.
METHODS

Device fabrication
The InAs nanowire was grown by molecular beam epitaxy with subsequent deposition of epitaxial Al (10 nm) on two of its facets. The nanowire was deposited using a micro-manipulator, onto a Si (525 µm) chip with a local Ti/Au backgate (5 nm/35 nm) passivated by Si 3 N 4 (30 nm) and HfO 2 (15 nm). The two mesoscopic superconducting islands separated by a Josephson junction were defined using the etchant Transene D (9 s, 48
• C). The nanowire was contacted by Ti/Au (5 nm/150 nm) normal leads defined by electron beam lithography. Subsequently, the device was coated by HfO 2 (7 nm) before evaporating Ti/Au (5 nm/ 160 nm) side and top gates under rotation of the sample stage and partially under an angle (60 nm 0
• , 15 nm 5
• , 85 nm 0 • ).
Measurement techniques
Measurements were carried out in an Oxford Instruments Triton-400 dilution refrigerator with a base electron temperature of T ∼ 50 mK and a 6-1-1 T vector magnet. Differential conductance g = dI/dV was measured using the ac-lockin techniques with an excitation voltage in the range 4-10 µV and excitation frequencies below 200 Hz
The charge sensor is embedded in the resonant circuit by bonding the reflectometry line to one of its leads. The sensor is configured in a Coulomb blockade regime and plunger V P is set such that we stay on the slope of the single peak. The sensing principle is based on the fact that charges tunnelling in and out of the double-island will modify the electrostatic environment beyond the trivial direct capacitive interaction between two gates. The action of electron or quasiparticle tunneling into and island will move the sensor island out of its most sensitive position (slope) and hence will modulate the reflected from the tank circuit signal.
For resonant circuit excitation and demodulation we used Zurich Instruments Ultra High Frequency Lock-in amplifier [29] . The excitation signal coming from the lock-in is first attenuated by 21 dB of built-in cryostat attenuators and then by another 15 dB additionally as it passes though the CPL-to-In port of the directional coupler installed below the mixing chamber.
After reflection from the tank circuit, the signal is amplified by ∼ 40 dB using a cryogenic amplifier (Weinreb CITLF3) followed by a lock-in amplifier, where it is digitally demodulated with a demodulation time constant of 30 ns. For increasing signal to noise ratio each data point was averaged a 1000 times. To record charge stability diagrams we used a rastered gate scanning similar to [30] . To avoid the capacitive cross talk between the V RP and the sensor plunger V SP we apply an out of phase compensating saw-tooth ramp at the same frequency on V SP while taking a charge stability diagram. The fast measurement setup used here is equivalent to the one presented in [12] . 
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE B: CHARGING HAMILTONIAN OF THE DOUBLE-DOT
In this section, we introduce the charging Hamiltonian of the superconducting double-dot in the presence of weak 1-electron and 2-electron coherent tunneling. We then project to a fixed total number of electrons and derive an effective Hamiltonian that describes the inter-dot transitions relevant to PAT. The Hamiltonian is H = H c + H ∆ + H t where
Here N i is the operator of total number of electrons on the i = L, R island, n gi is the compensated dimensionless gate charge (controlled by gate voltages V LP and V RP ), E i C is the charging energy of that island, and E m C < E L C + E R C is the mutual charging energy between the islands. Up to an irrelevant constant energy shift, the Hamiltonian H c is equivalent to the double-island Hamiltonian of Ref. [31] after a redefinition of parameters. In the second line we included superconductivity by assigning an additional energy δ i for the island i to have an odd number of electrons. In the presence of sub-gap states we have δ i < ∆ i while otherwise ∆ i = δ i .
In Eq. (3) above we introduced tunneling of Cooper pairs and single electrons; in the charge basis,
Let us write the charging Hamiltonian in terms of the differential and total charges, N − = 
cos ϕ = 1 2 |N − + 2 N − | + h.c.
and they commute with N + , as does the entire Hamiltonian. In order to describe an isolated double-island, we project the Hamiltonian to an eigenstate of N + . The projected charging Hamiltonian has an effective single-island form,
where
The full Hamiltonian projected to a fixed N + is then (ignoring the N + -dependent constant) 
Next, we will study the vicinity of the inter-island charge-degeneracy points in two cases of (i) no sub-gap states on either island (δ i = ∆ i ), and (ii) a zero-energy sub-gap state on each island (δ i = 0). The two cases respectively correspond to 2e and 1e periodic charge stability diagrams (see Fig. 1e and 1g in the main text).
2e degeneracy points
At zero magnetic field the ground state of the double dot has no unpaired electrons. Then, N + is an even integer and N − is an integer with the same parity as N + /2. Let us suppose for concreteness that N + /2 is fixed to an even integer (the odd case is treated similarly). Then N − takes only even values. The inter-island charge degeneracy points occur when n g in Eq. (11) is an odd integer.
